
Uniform Guidelines:  Western Confederate Impression
(Below are the Uniform Guidelines that the Battalion Adopted at the

January 8, 2005 Meeting)
(Note: Below are the uniform guidelines were adopted by this battalion, the other
areas of authenticity are suggested to make yourself more authentic in an AoT
impression)

Uniform Guidelines: The Battalion adopted a jean-wool Columbus Depot Jacket
Type I and jean-wool trousers or homespun.  Below are some descriptions of other
jackets.

Shell Jackets. The most common garment of the AOT:
*Note: Grey wool or “Mix Grey” wool was not commonly used for construction of
military jackets in the AOT and should be avoided. Most uniforms were made of Jean in
the AOT and therefore a proper reproduction should be made of Jean as well. Satinet and
Cassimere are two acceptable variants.

1. Columbus depot types II and I. These jackets represent the most common Depot
manufactured uniform coat used by the AOT. These jackets were manufacture in general
for the AOT and issued regardless of state affiliation. They must be constructed using the
proper natural or gray jean material with the proper medium blue wool collars and cuffs.
Osnaburg was most commonly used for the lining and thus should be used for
reproductions. Buttons: You can use Confederate issue Block Federal Eagle, Wooden
two hole ¾, or “I” (Script or Block) buttons or a combination of the three on this jacket.
*State buttons were rare at best and should therefore be avoided.

- Also, Civilian Sack coats and all homespun clothing are acceptable but check with
someone to make sure it is of the time period.

2. Plain “Commutation” Jacket or any pattern jean jacket that can be documented from a
reliable source. These too were made of jean material.

Frock Coats, these knee length jackets were issued whenever possible up until early
1863. They were always constructed of jean material with an osnaburg lining sometimes
having blue wool collar and cuffs. However, there were many plain jean coats and a few
that simply had a blue collar. Normally these jackets had seven buttons. Buttons were
usually federal eagles. However, there are some surviving jackets with Block or script I
buttons. * State buttons should not be used for this jacket.

Hand stitched button holes, as a rule all visible button holes should be hand stitched.
This is a simple process that is not only authentic but practical for a jean jacket. Although
there was quite a bit of machine stitching in the 1860’s it was very different than the
machines of today. In many cases (compared to today’s machines) machine stitching
looks hand sewn. Therefore it is necessary to hand stitch. Beyond that however, hand
stitching reinforces the button hole and prevents fraying and excessive wear.



Trousers. Trousers should be the correct military or civilian pattern made of cotton/wool
jean cloth. For early war events, the use of an appropriate civilian material is accurate.
The use of Federal Sky Blue Kersey trousers or white cotton duck material is very highly
discouraged. These trousers were either rare or non-existent in the AOT.

Shirts. Shirts should be of the proper pullover pattern and should be made of the correct
material, preferably homespun cotton. Buttons should be calico, milk glass, antique metal
or shell (Mother-of-Pearl). Of course plastic should never be used. The wearing of bright
red shirts or large plastron front shirts is not accurate.

Under Drawers. It is highly recommended, both for authenticity and comfort, that each
man wear light weight muslin/cotton under drawers correct for the 1860’s. These are full
length drawers that usually button down the fly. Remarkably, wearing of these drawers
help greatly in keeping cool during warm days.

Hats. The most common hats worn by AOT soldiers were civilian slouch hats. This
would be a good choice. The actual historic ration of slouch hats to kepis was closer to
50/50. Good kepis are hard to come by though. These were usually made of jean material
and normally did not have a blue band. Straw hats did not last more than 5 months in
civilian life and therefore were quite rare in the army. These should be avoided. Captured
federal headgear should be very limited. Hat blanks, cowboy hats or hilly-billy hats
should be strictly avoided. A quality hat from Clearwater or Dirty Billy’s will run $80.00
to $100.00 but it will be well worth it! They are not only correct but last for years in all
kinds of weather. Cheap hats look bad and tend to have a short life span.

Shoes. Shoes should be of the Jefferson brogan type commercially available. Boots are
not at all common in the infantry and thus should be avoided. The wearing of period
canvas/cloth “camp” shoes is discouraged as they were mainly an item of private
purchase in the Federal Army. There is written documentation of Confederate “ersatz”
canvas and leather bootees but there is neither photographic evidence nor surviving
examples of these types of shoes. Your impression as a Confederate soldier in the AOT is
better served by purchasing a pair of straight last natural brogans or a pair of Federal
issue “Jefferson” pattern brogan. No Cowboy, Wellington or East German army boots.
Work, combat, or hiking boots are not to be used. Absolutely no moccasins, please.


